LIVE WELL

Earthy

Warm, enveloping and comforting, this
conjures up the natural tones of elemental
materials, in particular wood, balanced by
touches of delicate shades of nature, sky blues
and leafy greens, underpinned by terracotta,
burnt umber, leather brown and pale yellow.

Deep

Dark

Good for spaces that
require focus. Think
crimson, purple,
plum, cherry and
other berries. Keep
it contemporary
with dark grey
and contrasting
complementary
colours. Use
blue or grey as an
undertone to give it weight.

Happy

Dreamy and mysterious, very dark
colours can be dynamic. But the way to
make it work is to keep it super-textural.
Mix all materials and finishes with
abandon. And pick undertones with
care. Green can be more unusual
and striking, blue more inky. Consider
warm charcoal grey and navy, too.

Warm

Dirty
Similar to pale but instead of being
diluted by white, the colours are toned
down with grey so they lack hard
edges. These colours are intrinsically
soothing to the soul.
Think cosy rather
than strident brights,
like pale pink, amber
and umber, as the fast
track to warm without
becoming muggy. The
use of a wealth of shades
from the red end of the
spectrum, blushing roses
to ruby reds, differentiate
it from the earthier look.

Watery
Cool and calming, yet also capable
of being warm and enveloping, a tricky
double act to pull off. Think deep blues
and emerald greens through to duckegg blue and jade. The key is a green
undertone here, not grey, as otherwise
it’ll become too cold.

Imagine Crayola colours:
bright unadulterated primary
shades, unapologetic and
straightforward. From
Mediterranean sky blue to
Mr Happy yellow, these are
not for the faint-hearted,
but neither are they only for
children’s rooms.
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